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ABSTRACT 

Two-stage link systems for groupselection are 
considered, having gradings between the outlets 
of stage 1 or/and stage 2 ·respectively. Some 
special cases as preselection or systems without 
gradings are also described in detail. 
Assuming stationarity of the traffiC, the state 
pattern probabilities can be determined by a 
system of equations for these probabilities. 
This system of equations is derived. 
The structure of the link system is described by 
means of matrices. The state patterns of the es
tablished calls in the system are also denoted 
by matrices. 
Equations· for the determination of the probabil
ity of loss, the carried traffic and the offered 
traffic are derived. Thus these quantities can 
be determined for two types of traffic : peT 1 
and peT 2, i.e. Pure Chance Traffic of Type 1 
(Poisson input, infinite number of sources, neg
ative exponential holding time distribution) and 
Pure Chance Traffic of Type 2 (binomial input, 
finite number of sources, neg. ex. holding time 
distribution) . 
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1. INTRODUC'rION 

In modern telephone systems the switching net
works are normally built up as multistage arrays 
with conjugated selection: If a call occurs 
then the central control establishes a path be
tween an inlet and an outlet of the network only 
if a free trunk of the wanted outgoing group is 
acces sible. Such systems are called "link sys
tems" . 
In addition to a large number of approximate 
procedures to calculate time congestion or call 
congestion /1/ there exist some publications 
/2/,/)/,/4/,/5/ et al. which deal with the exact 
calculation of special two-stage link systems 
wit h 0 u t gradings. 

The following paper is based on publications of 
G.P. Basharin and gives an extension of these 
methods to two-stage link systems for groupse
lection wit h gradings. (The special cases 
of preselection and of systems without gradings 
are included.) The presented structures are of 
practical importance. 
Let be g iven the types of offered traffic, the 
structure of the system, and the hunting method 
the loss probability is determined by means of 
the system of equations of the state probabili
ties, 
Basharin has already shown /2/ that the number 
of unknowns can be considerably reduced by in
troducing conditions of symmetry, This question 
is however not investigated in this paper. 

2. TRAFFIC, S'rRUCTURE OF THE SYSTEM, HUNTING 
f>'!E'rHOD 

2.1. Traffic 

Two types of offered traffic are distinguished 

a. Pure chance traffic of type 1 (PCT 1) 
An infinite number of sources produces the 
offered traffiC; the call intensity A is con
stant and independent of the number of occu
pied sources (Poisson Input). 

b. Pure chance traffic of type 2 (PCT 2) 
A finite number of sources produces the of
fered traffic. Each idle source has a call 
intensity d,; the total call intensity A of 
all sources depends on the instantaneous .num
ber of occupied sources. 

In both cases, the distribution of the holding 
times is assumed to be negative exponential with 
the mean value h, 

2.2. System 

Two-stage link systems with the following struc
ture (fig. 1) will be conside~ed. 

i 1 ,i 2 number of inlets per multiple of stage 1,2 

k1 , k2 number of outlets per multiple of stage 1,2 
rk2 number of outlets per multiple of stage 2 

to the group r (r € [1, R] ) 
gl,g2 number of multiples of stage 1,2 per link

block 



G number of linkblocks 
f'i 1 ,·l'i2 number of multiples of stage 1,2 

r n 2 number of out.going trunks to group r 

·R . nu,nber· of outgoing groupE (No. 1,2, .. r .. R) 

All G linkblocks nav'e the same structure. The 
number of outlets k per multiple to group r is, 
allowed to be diff~r~nt for each group, but is 
the same one for each multiple. 

We obtain g lk1~ g 2i 2 ' M2 ' rk2~rn2 
where 

> gradinfT, of the outlets of stage 1 or/and 
of the outlets to group r, resp. 
\,lithout grading 

Link
Grading Group-Grading, 

® 

Fig.l Two-stage link system with grading behind 
the outlets of stage 1 and of stage 2 

2.3. Hunting mode 

Two types of hunting modes of the outlets in the 
multiples of stage 1 have to be distinguished : 

a. random hunting 
The probability that an idle outlet is occu
pied is equal for all idle outlets in this 
multiple. 

b. sequential hunting 
Starting at a fixed home position the outlets 
will be hunted in sequential order. 

The outlets in the multiples of stage 2 will al
ways be sequentially hunted. However, an exten
sion of the calculation method to IIrandom hunt
ingll of the outlets per multiple in stage 2 
could be easily made, analogously to the consid
erations of random hunting of the outlets per 
multiple in stage 1. 

3. THE SYSTEM OF EQUTIONS FOR THE STATE PROBA
BILITIES 

3.1. State pattern {~} 

Considering the stationary traffic process, the 
probabilities p(x) for the states 

R 
{x Ixe [0, r~ r n2J} , 

i.e. "x linklines are busy", are time invari
ant and the principle of statistical equilib
rium can be applied. 
Then the state probabilities p(x) can be calcu
lated by means of the transition probabilities 
from and to neighbouring states. If a successful 
call arrives or if an established call termi
nates, each state transits into a neighbouring 
state. 
Each state {x} consists of a number of state 
patterns {x}. rEwo state patterns {x'} and {x'·} 
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have the same numbe r of x busy linklines and 
outgoing trunks, however different patterns. 
.l:;xcept the boundary s t ates each state pattern ('Xl 
has some "higher" neighbouring state (H l'J:::l ) pat- • 
terns fX+1} and some "lower ll neighbouring state 
(LNS ) · patterns {X-l} with (x+l) resp. (x-l) busy 
linklines. 

(These state patterns are treated in more detail 
in section 4.2.) 

The call intensity Av(PCT 1) resp. «v per idle 
source (PCT 2) as well as the termina
tion rate ~ = l/h are allowed to be not uni-
form for the v mUltiPles{vlv e [1, M1]}Of stage 
No. 1. 

3.2. Transitions 

To achieve a simpler presentation the deduction 
g iven in this chapter is explained by means of 
the case of sequential hunting of the outlets in 
the multiples of stag e 1 and for preselection 
with offered PCT 1. 

3.2.1. Transition {x+1} - {x} 

The probability that the considered state pat
tern [x} originates by termination of a certain 
estabiished call in multiple v in stage 1 in a 
certain HNS-pattern {~+1} during the time inter
val (t,t+At) is given by 

P(X+l)~ At + o(~t) 
v 

The function O(6t) contains terms of higher 
order in At only. 

In the general case there exists more than one 
HNS-pattern (x+~ . The probability that the con
sidered state pattern orig inates from ~ HNS
pattern is given by the summation 

4; p (x+1) ~v At + 0 (At) (3. 1) 

where 

L Sum over all HNS-patterns {X+l} 
A 

3.2.2. Transition {'X'} - {x+1} 

The probability that a call arrives in a multi
ple v of stag e 1 during the time intervall 
(t,t+At) is ~ At. The Rrobability that the con
sidered stateVpattern {xl disappears by the ar
rival of a successful cail (transition into the 
HN~ -patterns (x+l}) is given by . 

p(x) ~ Av'At + O(At) (3.2) 

where 
L Sum over all multiples v of stage 1 where 
B a new call can be established in the con

sidered state pattern {~}. 

3.2. J. Transition {x} -{~-1} 

The probability that a certain established call 
in multiple v of stage 1 terminates during (t, 
t+At) is· At/hv ' 

Therefore, the probab ility that the considered 
state pattern ('X'} disappears by termination of 
an established call (tre.nsition into the LNS 
patterns {x-l}) is 

where 

L c 

p(x) ~ ~: At + O(At) (J. J) 

Sum over all those multiples v of stage 1 
where outlets are oCCUfied in the con
sidered state pattern x}. 
~ umber of occupi ed outlets in multiple v 
of stage 1 in the considered state pattern 
{x}, where Xv€ [0, x] . 

• 

• 

• 



with the state pattern probabilities calculated 
acc'. to (5.23) and (5.24) we can determine the 
probability of loss, the carried traffic and the 
offered traffic. 

7.1. Probability of loss E 

The probability of loss rB to group r is 

Ml 

L [p( (:S) ,6,) L. r!v' rAy] 
U v=l 

where 

(7.1) 

fr comprises all state patterns of the system 

rfv acc.to (5.9) 

'l'he 

B 

acc.to (5.2) for PCT 2 
(5.25) for PCT 1 

total loss B is given by 

R M1 
~ [p( (S) ,tt)~l ~1 r!v' rAJ 

R Ml it [p( (S) ,6)~1 ~1 rAJ 
7.2. Carried traffic Y 

The carried traffic rY to group r is 

J'IJ k 

r Y =~[P«S),~)t1 t1 J svw,rl 

and the total carried traffic Y is given 
M 

Y = ~ [p( (S) 'Ll)~l SM ] 
v. 

where 
SM v acc. to (5.1) 

7.3. Offered Traffic A 

The offered traffic rA to group r is 

A = r Y 
r 1- B r 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 

by 

(7.4) 

(7.5) 

and the total offered traffic A is given by 
R 

A = ~ A Y (7.6) 
r=l r r-:B 

8. EXAJlilPLE 

In /6/ resp. /7/ ALGOL resp. FORTRAN programs are 
presented for calculating the probability of loss 
by means of the state pattern probabilities for 
systems according to section 6.3.2. resp. 6.2. 
and 6.3. 
piagram 1 shows the probability of loss B as a 
function of the carried traffic per outgoing 
trunk Y/n2 for two systems. The values are cal-
culated by means of the above pro~rams. 

System G g1 k1 i? g2 k2 R 

CD 1 4 3 4 3 3 1 linklines wired se-
quentially; 
random- or se-
quential huntin~ 

® 1 3 4 4 2 3 1 grading between the 
outlets of stage 1 : 

\ 1 5 4 8) (0) = 2 648 ; 
3 7 4 8 

seauential huntinr-; 
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The offered traffic is PCT 1 where ~v=~' 

i 
B 

104~-----+----~--~------+-----~ 

163~~~~~ ____ ~ ____ ~~ ____ ~ 
o 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 Er! 

Diagram 1 
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} (6.2) 
c = g2(~) +(v+w-l) 

gl rounded mod g2 
X=(i) d =1 mo gl 

In these two cases each outlet in a multiple of 
stage 1 is co'nnected with another multiple of 
stage 2; therefore we can replace rNvw by rNv' 
We obtain 

rNv 1 (sequential hunting) 
(6.3) = k -Sll +1- Q (random hunting) 1 v. r v . 

From (5.6) we get 
~vw = 0 - ( 6.4 ) 
This simplifies the determination of blocked ou~ 
lets r~vw acc.to (5.11) and the equations(5.23). 

6.2. Groupselection (R~l), G=l, g2rk2=rn2 

6.2.1. Grading between the outlets of stage 1 
(gl k1,"g2 i 2) 

Fig. 4 

Because there is no grading 
between the outlets of stage 2 
(fig.4) the matrices ( r) and 
.1 can vanish. r 

Therefore we obtain the follow
ing modifications : 

rGvwthe number of busy inlets in multiple(c,2)to 
group r must be checked to be less then the 

number of ou~~et~ rk2 in this multiple. 

rr::Jvw= 1} if ~ )11 cl. .cr {= rk2 (6.5) 
o y=l ~1 syz,r ce < rk2 

where : 
e = ., yz acc. to (4.3) 

Le. 
rGvw= 1 if all outgoing trunks of groupr 

which are accessible from outlet 
(w,v,l) are busy (cf.(5.12.1», 
i.e. all outlets(rk2,c,2) are busy 

= 0 otherwise 
Then, rQvw is determined by (5.11) with r~vw 
acc.to (6.5); by the transition (X+l}---{x} 
acc.to (5.4) the multiplication with (l- r G'vw) is 
necessary. 
From (5.23) we obtain 

R gl kl (l-s~whv(l- S'vw)(l- r G"vw) 
~ ~1 ~lp<lsij+rcfiVJjJ) rhv 

R gl e rAv·ds r 
+L:; ~ L: P(lsij-rc5iVdjJ) N vw' (6.6) 
r=l v=l w=1 r vw 

R ~ kl ds r 

- pqsijP[k~J<l-rtv)'rAv +~1 r~:']] 0 

6.2.2. Without grading (glkl=g2 i 2)' k1=g2 

l"lissing the grading between the outlets of stage 
1 (fig.5) we obtain 

Fig. 5 

We obtain 

~vw = 0 acc.to (6.4) 

1. Linklines wiredsequentially 
As shown in section 6.1 
all outlets j in the mul
tiples of stage 1 are con
nected with the same mul
tiple(j,2).Therefore, re-
plac~ng of rGvw by r~w is 
pOSSible. 
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(5 = l} r w if 
= 0 

(6. ?) 

2. Linklines wired cyclically (cr. section 6.1) 

From (6.2) we obtain 
a = (i+j-l)mod g2 
c = (v+w-1 )mod 

(6.8) 
g2 

and therefore we get rOc acc.to (6.5): 

rGc = 1] gl kl {= rk2 
if ~ ~ d ·d (6.9) 

= 0 y=l z=l syz,r ce 
< rk2 

where : 
e = (y+z-l)mod g2 

The calculation of r~ w is given acc.to (5.11) 
where rGw acc.to (6.71, rSc acc.to (6.g)resp.; 
rNv (cf. section 6.1) is determined acc.to(6.). 
With these regards the system of equations (6.6) 
normalized by (5.24) is simplified also. 

6.3. Preselection (R=l), G=l, g2rk2=rn2 

Because of R=l, we obtain s. j=st. (cf.(4.4) and 
(4.5». Therefore, dsvw,r mAy be J replaced by 
svw' 

6.3.1. Grading between the outlets of stage 1 
(gl k1"g2i 2) (fig. 6) 

Pig. 6 

'(6.10) 

6.3.2. Without grading (glkl=g2 i 2)' k1=g2 

Missing the grading between the outlets of stage 
1 (fig.7) we obtain 

Svw = 0 acc.to (6.4) 

Z7 
If the linklines are wired se
quentially resp. cyclically 
Sw resp. 6c must be deter-
mined acc.to (6.7) resp. 
(6.9) with regard to R=l. 

J:i'ig. 7 NN is determined acc.to(6.3). 
Tne system of equations(6.10) 
is simplified. 

This system of equations is also given for se
quential wired link11nes in /2/ for PCT 1 and 
random hunting of the outlets of stag~ 1 and in 
/1/,/6/ additional for PCT 2. 

7. PROBABILITY OF LOSS B, CARRIED TRAFFIC Y, 
UFFERED TRAFFIC A 

'rhe deduction given here is done for the general 
case (section 5). In the special cases the de
scription of the state patterns and of the coef
fiCients is simplified (section 6). 



a. Sequential hunting of the outlets in the 
multiples of stage 1 : 
We obtain 
t the last sequentially hunted outlet in 

multiple(v,l) which is not idle to group 
r in the considered state pattern (~}; it 
holds 

('*+1 
£= inf(t:'*I~ Uz<E'*+l, e.*& [O,kJ) (5.16) 

where : 
u = z s~z+rQvz if ZE[1,k1] 

0 if z= k1+1 

N = 1 
(5.17 ) r vw r'lvw 

where 
n denotes whether the outlet w is - in 

r vw the LNS-pattern _ the first idle out
let in multiple(v,l) to group r. 
For this purpose we must- check the state 
of all outlets (l<w) which are blocked in 
the considered state pattern. 

r~v =1 if the outlet w is the first hunt
w ed idle outlet in multiple(v,l) to 

group r in the LNS-pattern 
=0 otherwise 

Hence: 

r'lvw=l} if El ~ {= 0 (5.18) 
=0 ~=1 r vw,~ > 0 

where: 
~ -1 if the outlet(~,v,l) is blocked 

r vw,~- in the considered state pattern 
{x} however idle in the LNS-pat
tern because the outlet(w,v,l) 
has terminated its occupation 

=0 otherwise 
Hence: 
r~vw,~ = (1- s~ J )( 1- SV! ) dce (5.19) 
where: 
e = fv~ acc.to (4.3) 

b. Random hunting of the outlets in the multi
ples of stage 1 

We obtain 

e = kl (5.20) 
N the number of idle outlets in multiple 

r vw (v,l) to group r in the LNS-pattern 

N = k1-s lf +1- Q + ~ (5.21) r vw v. r v r vw 
where : 
s* acc.to (5.1) v. 
r2v acc.to (5.10) 

rflvw 

the number of outlets in multi
ple(v,l) which are blocked in ~ 
the considered state pattern {x} 
however idle in the LNS-pattern 
because the outlet(w,v,l) has 
terminated its occupation. 

k1 

~1 r~ vw " ( 5 . 2 2 ) 

H:w 
where 
r~vw,t acc.to (5.19) 

5.2. System of equations 

5.2.1. System of equations for peT 2 

Analogously to (3.5) and ().6) we obtain with 
(5.4),(5.8),(5.1),(5.14) : 
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normalized by the condition 

(1 p ( (S) ,6) = 1 ( 5 . 24 ) 

where ~ comprises all state patterns of the sys
tem, 
with 

/j acc. to (4.9) rl:::. acc. to (4.10) a acc.to (4.3) 

c (4.12) Sij (4.4) Slj (4.5) 

sll (5.1) rtab (4.6) rt~b 11 
(4.8) 

1. 

dxy (4.11) "rv (5.5) livw (5.6) 

r"cd 11 
(5.7) r!v (5.9) X. (4.7) 

:If (5.15 ) £ (5.16)resp.(5.20) 
rNvw (5.17 ) 11 (5.21) 

5.2.2. System of equations for peT 1 

Here, the call intensity ~v is constant and in-
dependent of the number of busy sources. 
Therefore we obtain the system of equations 
(5.23) and (5.24) with 

" = const. rv, 
"fIv = 1 

(5.25) 

6. SPECIAL CASES WITH SIMPLIFIED STRUCTURES 

6.1. Groupselection (R>l), G>l, glkl=g2i2' 
Grading behind stage 2 (M2'rK2>rn2) 

r'ig. 3 

multiple of stage 2 in 
linkline, i.e. k1 = g2 

Here the structure is 
without grading between 
the outlets of stage 1 
(fig.3). 
The matrices (0) and 
(~) may be helpful if 
the linklines between 
stage 1 and stage 2 
are wired in any man
ner. 
These matrices are not 
necessary if each 
multiple of stage 1 is 
connected with each 

the same linkblock by one 

1. Linklines wired sequentially, i.e. outlet 
in each multiple of stage 1 in a certain 
linkblock is connected with multiple(j,2) in 
the same linkblock. 

w e 0 b t a i n (c f. ( 4. 1) , (4. 3 ) and ( 4. 7 ) ) 

( i-l) _ (V-i) a = g2 --- +J ; c = g --,- +w 
gl rounded 2 gl rounded 

'X, = (1) d = I (6.1) mo [2;1 
2. Linklines wired cyclically, i.e. outlet(j,I,n 

is connected with multiple«I+j-1) d ~ ,2) 
in the same linkblock. mo g2 
\.e obtain 

a = V2(i~1) +(i+j-i) d 
~i rounded mo g2 1 : 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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L: {'X+l} -{xl = 
(J .4) 

Remarks: 
(l-s: ) By multiplication with this factor only 

w those state patterns {x+1} are consid-
ered where the outlet(w,v,l) is not busy in 
the state pattern {~}. 

(1- t w
d ) By multiplication with this factor 

r c those state oatterns are excluded where 
the outlet(d,c,2) to group r is already busy 
in the considered state pattern {'X'} . 
denotes whether the number of occupied out
lets in multiple(v,l) is less or equal to 
the number il of sources per multiple. 

This factor is necessary for the case il< k1 . 

'Y'v = 1} if s~ {< ~1 (5.5) 
= 0 . = 11 

~vw is necessary to distinguish whether a cer
tain inlet in multiple(c,2) (accessible from 
outlet (j, i, 1) is occupied via grading by 
another outlet of stage 1. 

For that purpose one has to check the state 
of all outlets of stage 1 which are inter
connected with the considered outlet. 

v W+g1 kl 

f$vw= ~ ~ S yWz·d-3- ~Y"'z (5.6) 
~+1 z=l lw' ~ 
y*v 

Le. 
gvw= 1 if the inlet of stage 2 is occupied 

by an outlet(z,y,l) which is wired 
with outlet(w,v,l) 

o otherwise 
where : 
I = (v) acc.to (4.7) 

mod g (V-l) w- ( ) 1 V W= g --
y - y mod g ·2 g 1 rounded 
Only the outlets of this linkblock which 
contains the multiple v must be checked. 

rTcd denotes whether the outgoing trunk in group 
r to which the considered outlet(d,c,2) has 

access is occupied by another outlet of 
stage 2 via the grading. 

Therefore we must check the state of all 
outlets of stage 2 which are wired with the 
considered outlet. 

H2 k2 
r'l'cd= ~ ~. rt~{d". 1 (5.7) 

e=l ~1 rOcd'r ef 
i. e. e4:c 
rLcd= 1 if the outgoing trunk is occupied by 

an outlet(f,e,2) which is wired with 
outlet(d,c,2) 

o otherwise 

5.1. 2 . Transition {x} -{x+l} 

with (4.4), ... ,(4.8),(4.12),(5.1),(5.2) we ob
tain the transition rate from the considered 
state pattern {x} to all HNS-patterns - by anal
ogy to expression (3.2) - as 

R Hl 
{x} - 2)X+l} = P<l Sij La) ~1 ~1 (l-r fv) rAy 

where: (5.8) 
rAv acc.to (5.2) 
r'v takes into account whether a call offered to 

group r via multiple(v,l) can be established. 
r'v= 1 if all outlAtR in multiple(v,l) are 

blocked for group r or busy 
= 0 if at least one outlet in multiple 

(v,l) has access to an idle trunk of 
group r. 
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Hence 
rfv= i} if k _Slf _ Q {= 0 

=u 1 v.rv~O 
where 
sit acc. to (J. 1) and v. 

rSlv number of blockei outlets in multiple(v,l) 
to group r. 

ki 
Q - ~ r(.)vw (,.10) 

r v ~l 

~ denotes whether the outlet(w,v,l) is blocked 
r vw to group r. There are two conditions : 

(D the outlet is not busy, Le. (l-s~w) =1, 
and 

® either 
the inlet of stage 2 connected with this 
outlet is occupied by another outlet of 
stage 1, i.e. g =1 (!vw acc.to (5.6» 
or vw 
the accessible inlet of stage 2 is not 
busy, i.e.! =0 but all outlets to group 
r in multipY~(c,2) are busy or blocked, 
i.e. r3vw= 1 (see (5.12» 

r~vw= (l-S~w)[Svw+(l-gvw)r~vw] (5.11) 
1. e. 
rQvw== u~ II:ff the outlet(w,v,l) is blocked 

this outlet is idle 
where: 
rU vw= 1 if all these outgoing trunks in group 

r which are accessible from outlet 
(w,v,l) are busy () o otherwise 5.12.1 

Therefore k 
G = 1) r 2 {= 0 

r vw if); (l-r'cd)(l-rt~d) (5.12.2) 
= 0 d=1 :> 0 

5.1. 3. Transition {x} _{x-l} 

With (4.4) u~ to (4.8) we obtain the transition 
rate from {XJ to all LNS-patterns {'X-l} - by 
analogy to expression (3.3) - as 

R Hl ~k ds r 
{X} _~{x-1} = p<llsiJ·II,b.)E ~ ~ 

'L.J r=i v=l =1 r v 
where: 
J = 1 if the outlet(w,v,l) is 
svw,r group r 

(5.13) 
occupied to 

o if this outlet is not busy or busy to 
another group 

5.1.4. 'rransition {X-l}-{X} 

With (4.4), .. ,(4.12),(5.1),(5.2) we obtain the 
transition rate from all LNS-patterns (x-1) to 
the certain considered state pattern l~} - by 
analogy to expression (3.4) - as 

~
E't" ,.Ad tf 2]x- ~_{'X'}= ~rrO;vd'jwll)l,.~-'X.Oaccfbcll,,.A) v' SyN"'" r!ccI,'l. 

,.., v= Wa =1 ,. vw 

(5.14) 
where : 
d see section 5.1.3. 
svw' r 

drtcdv= t if the outlet(d,c,2) is busy and con-
~ nected with the inlet X of this mul

tiple 
o otherwise 

n the last - sequentially hunted - outlet in 
multiple(c,2) which is not idle for group r 
in the considered state pattern. 
Let 
qf= rt~f+r~cf if fE[l'rkJ 

= 0 . if f=rk2+1 
we obtaIn 31.'*+1 
1r= inf(3t'*I~l qf<W'+l, Jrlfe[0'rk2]) (5.15) 

£'rNvw must be distinguished in the following 
manner : 



1 } s .. { > 0 
U 

if 
l.J = 0 

(4. S) 

4.2.2. Outlets of stage 2 to group r 

To denote the occupation state of all outlets of 
stage 2 with respect to the outgoing group r we 
introduce R "group state matrices" (rT). 
Let: 
rtab= U if the outlet(b,a,2) to group r 

is not busy 
t if this outlet is busy and con

nected with the inlet 1 of its 
multiple, 'XE:[1,i 2]. 

where : 

')( = (J.Ij)mod i2 

I = (1)mod gl 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

To denote the difference between "busy" and "not 
busy" we introduce 

rt~b = 1} if t .{ > 0 (4.8) 
= 0 r ab = 0 

where a is given by (4.3) 

Let 

fl= {(yT)lvE[l,R]} = {"'tabIIV€[l,R1} (4.9) 

.)1= {C"T)I "ET1,R], v+ r} (4.10) 

4.2.3. Description of the state patterns {x}, 
{X+l}, {X-l} 

Each considered state pattern fx} is fully de
scribed by the matrices (S) ana A . 

The neighbouring state patterns can be charac
terized by means of the "Kronecker-symbol" 
o = 1 if x = y xy (4.11) 

= 0 if x :f: y 

Let (according to (4.3» 

(4.12) 

The matrices 
IIs i j + reli vcfjwll, 11 rtab + X cJacdbdll, rA 

denote uniquel, the HNS-patterns: The matrices 
Ils ij + rcfiVcfjJ and I Sij~ differ only in the ele-
ment svw' This element has in the matrix 

IS ij + rcfiVd'jwl a numerical value which is by r 
higher than in the matrix Is .. 1. In the matrix 
I rtab +X J accfbd I is the numJtical value of the 

element rtab by X higher than in the matrixllrtab I; 
all other elements in this matrix are unchanged. 

Accordingly we can denote the L~S-patterns by 
means of the matrices 

/lsij - rcfiVOjwl,llrtab -X cfaccfbd1I ' /l . 
With this description of the state patterns it 
is possible to formulate the system of equations 
of the state pattern probabilities exactly. 

'ro illustrate this description of the system and 
the notation of the state patterns we regard a 
very small linksystem with gradings behind the 
outlets of stage 1 and of stage 2 (fig.2): 

~:~:~:~:: ::: ~ill ~ ~~~i~~s :~~: ~i!) ~) 
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Example of a 
state pattern 

(S) 

@:::::t---A----t+' 
--. __ ---t----2n2=4 

~ig.2 Linksystem with G=2 linkblocks; formal de
scription of the structure; notation of a 
possible state pattern of the system 

5. :JY~TE[\'l OF EQUATIONS O}:t' 'fHE STA'fE PATTERN PRO
BABILITIES 

Here we regard random- and sequential hunting of 
the outlets in the multiples of stage 1. 

First we consider PCT 2 and groupselection. The 
system of equations for PCT 1 is described in 
section 5.2.2. Preselection is the special case 
of groupselect ion with one group (R = 1). 

Let 
r~i the call intensity to group r of each idle 

source connected with the multiple(i,l) . 
k 

s1l = t Slf number of busy outlets 
,1. j=l ij in multiple(i,l) 

r'h i = r(l/,.i(i 1- st) 
the instantaneous call intensity in 
multiple(i,l) to group r (where i1 
the number of inlets, i.e. sourceS 
per multiple in stage 1) 

rfA-i= l/rhi 
the termination rate of each call 
established from multiple(i,l) to 
group r 

(5.3) 

In the last section we have distinguished be
tween the two states "busy" and "not busy" of an 
outlet. Now we di vide the state "not busy" in 
idle, i.e. the outlet Can be occupied by a call, 

offered to the wanted group r; 
blocked, i.e. the outlet has no access to an 

idle outgoing trunk of group r. 

5.1. 'fransitions 

The formulae below are derived ,in the following 
way : 
First (in section 5.1.1.) one considers a certain 
state pattern {x} and determines all its HNS
patterns. ~urthermore, one determines the corre
sponding transition coefficients to the consid
ered pattern {~} for each individual HNS-oattern. 

~econd (in section 5.1.2.) the same state pat
tern {xl is regarded and one determines all the 
(individual) transition coefficients by lfJhich it 
can trans i t to one of the HNS-pat terns {x+l} . 
~hird (in section 5.1.3.) the transition coeffi
cients from {x} to all L1';~-patterns {x-l} are 
determined. 

Fourth (in section 5.1.4.) all Ll\iS-patterns{x-l} 
have to be determined, which can - by a success
ful cal~ - transit to the consid.ered state pat
tern {xJ. This {x-l} patterr:s depend on the 
hunting mode . .t"urthermore, the individual transi
tion coefficients of each relevant LN~-pattern 
{X-l} to {x} are determined. . 

5.1.1. Transition {x+l} -{x} 

with (4.4) UP to (4.12) we obtain the transition 
rate from all Ht,:':'-patterns {x+~ to a certain 
considered state oattern {x} - by analogy to the 
expression in (3.1) - as 

• 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

• 

3.2.4. Transition {x-l} -{x} 
The probability that the considered state pat
tern {xl originates by the arrival of a success
ful calt in a definite multiple v of stage 1 in 
a certain LN~-pattern {x-l} durin~ (t,t+At) is 

p(X-1)~vAt + o(.C~t) 
In the general case there exists more than one 
LNS-pat te rn {x-1} which can transit into the 
considered state pattern {x} if a successful 
call occurs in a definite multiple v of stage 1 
(regarding sequential hunting). The lrobabilit y 
that the considered state pattern {x arises 
from ~ L~S-pattern {x-l} is given y summation 

L p(x-1)), At + O(At) (3.4) 
D v 

where 

L 
D 

Sum over all of these and only these LNS
patterns (x-l} which can ~ransit into the 
considered state pat tern tx} if a success
ful call is established in a certain 
multiple of stage l(where sequential hun~ 
ingis rep;arded). 

3.3. The equations of the state pattern proba
bilities 

Considering the stationary traffic process, the 
probability that a certain state pattern appears 
is equal to the probability that it disappears. 

From (3.1), ... ,(3.4) we obtain 
x At 

L.P(X+1)~t + i::P(X-1)AvAt -p(X'fD At +i:.-+-] = O(At) 
A v D 1!j v C v 

Because of the time independence of the process 
we obtain 

x i p (x+1) ~v + tP (X-1 ))'v - P(X)[~?'v ~h: ] = 0 (3.5) 

with the normalizing condition 

~ p(x) = 1 (3.6) 

where 
~comprises all state patterns of the system 

3.4. Number of unknowns 

The number of unknowns U (different state pat
terns) depends on the inividual structure of the 
gradings in use. 
By modification of the formula given by Basharin 
~~e/~~m~:rr~~e~~~n~~n~p~er boundary value Uu for 

i~ k~ k I M2 

[ ~O ( ;) ( ~ ~ -») ! ] 

where : 
i~= inf(i 2,k2) 

4. FOR!I'lAL DESCRIPTION OF 'I'HE LINK SYS'l'Er-' . .::iTRUC
TUBE AND OF THE srrATE PA'rrERt. {x} 

In the following we use the indices : 

i,v,y f! [l,!V11 ] number of a multiple in stage 1 

a,c,e e [1,f'12] number of a multiple in stage 2 

I E (1,gl ] 

j,w,z E. [1,k1 ] 

b, d, f,! fii [1, rk ~ 

r,V 
m 

€[1, i 2 1 
€: [l,R ] 
e [1, r n 2] 

number of a multiple within its 
own linkblock 
number of an outlet in a mul
tiple of stage 1 
number of an outlet in a mul
tiple of stage 2 tc group r 
number of an inlet in a multiple 
of stage 2 
number of an outgoing group 
number of a trunk in an outgoing 
group r 
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~e introduce the following abbreviated notations: 
outlet(j,i,l) : outlet j in multiple i of sta~e 1 
multiple( i, 1) : multiple i of stage 1 

4.1. Description of the gradings 

4.1.1. Grading between the outlets of stage 1 

All G linkblocks have the same size and struc
ture.Therefor~we need only one "linkblock 
matrix" (0) with the dimension (g ~ k ) to de
scribe their structure. Any type ef g~ading 
between stage 1 and 2 is possible. 
within a linkblock an element .J-.. characterizes 
the outlet(j,i,l). Its numericai J value indi
cates the number of the connected inlet of stage 
2 within this linkblock, i.e. ~ij€[1,g2i2]' 

~rom this linkblock matrix (0) we can also de
rive a "multiple matrix" (~) with the dimension 
(M 1 )( k

1
)· 

'rhe numerical value of the element "i' indicates 
the number of a multiple in stage 2 J to which 
the outlet(j,i,l) is wired, i.e. 'f . . E[1,M 2]. 
We obtain 1. J 

i-1 ~I .-1 
1ij= g2(~)rounded+(~ + l)rounded (4.1) 

where 

I = (i)mod gl 

If we would define G ind.ividual linkblock ma
trices, it would be possible to extend this des
cription also to a system having linkblocks 
which are different from each other.In the fol
lowing however, for reason of simplicity, only 
systems with uniform linkblocks are considered. 

4.1.,2. Grading between the outlets of stage 2 

Each multiple of stage 2 has the same number rk2 
of outlets to a certain outgoing group NO.r. 
To describe the grading between the M2 ' k2 out-
lets and the group No. r a "grading r matrix· 
(rr) with the dimension (M 2 lC rk2) is applied. 
Therefore H grading matrices are necessary. As 
in section 4.1.1. any type of grading is allowed. 

The numerical value of the element r b indi
cates the number m of this outgoingr a trunk in 
group r to which the outlet(b,a,2) is wired. 

rOab= m me[1'rn2] (4.2) 
If an outlet(j,i,l) is wired to an inlet in mul
tiple(a,2) it holds 

~ij = a (4.3) 
and from (4.2) 

1. = m r Y'ij,b 

4.2. Description of the state patterns {x} 
To desribe a certain state pattern {x} (x estab
lished calls in the system) it is necessary to 
characterize the two states idle/busy of each 
outlet in the multiples of stages 1 and 2. This 
can be done by using "state matrices" lS) and 
(rI') . 

4.2.1. Outlets of stage 1 
The "link state matrix" (S) = lis .. 11 with the 
dimension (MiX k j ) denotes the 1.J occupation 
state of all outlets of stage 1. 
'rhe numerical value of the element s .. indicates 
the number of a group to which the ob~let(j,i,l) 
is connected. We obtain 
S .. = 0 if the outlet(j,i,l) is not busy (4.4) 

lJ= r if this outlet is busy to group r 
To denote only the difference between "busy" and 
"not busy" it is usefull to introduce S!j where 



• 

ERRATA 

page 1 , title: instead of EXAKT read EXACT 

page 4, column 2, equation (5.2): complete by; rAt = r~i(il-S!.+l) 

page 5, column 2, equation (5.14): instead of r~v read r~: 

page 6, column 2, equation (5.23), second line: 

instead Ofr~v read ;: 
page 6, column 2, equation (5.25): 

instead of rAy = const read r~v = ~: 

page 7, column 1, equation (6.6), second line: 

instead of ~v read r~; 

page 7, column 2, equation (6.10), second line: 
instead of ~ v read A~ 
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const. 


